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ABSTRACT
The Impa-v1 of political violence on the psychological well-being of civilian
populations has received much attention. both loeall:f and internationally. In South
Africa, the effects on black children of having witne$~\ed or e'!penenced vidlence
.j . '\
has been extensiveiy,.researchod; however. tht~ impa.~~on white children, an)eit that
" \'; ~~
the majority of them are removed fr()" 'le imm\9diacy,'\ of th~ violence, has ~ot been
.' \\ 1\ 'I,'
investigated. It was hypothesised that Significant con~\lations would emerge ',I
1,\
between exposure to political instability, political ~9ar\.ai~danxiety, but that th~~se
\'
:i
relatiol1ships would be mer" 'lted by subjects' con\fid~~~\;:ein the ability of the state
" " ',\
to maintain order. Subjects Were 257 white, English·l;Pt~aking, male and femlale,
',. ,\ .
I' \\
13 and 14 year o~dchildren. A crcss-sectlonal com~l~ltid!raldesign was empl~lyed
and in addition to'!the main study, two pilot studies we,r~ E,\xecuted to dave lop two bf
I,
the necessary (~nstruments. Statistical procedure~~ indude,~ the calculation of
,
correlanon coaffici!ents, multiple regression with i~tera.ctlon lerms, and t-tssts.
\\ "
Results failed to clOm'lborai9 firstly, that 'lreater eX~lOSUrl\~correlates with tncrsassd
\\,
"
anXiety and politic~\l f~~ar,and secondly that oonfldence it! th~\ state security
'\
apparatus serves a\~a buff61r between ~xposure and n,eg~\tive;,affect. Possible
explanations are ofH~reol.
ii
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CHAPTEI~it< INTRODUCTION
The impact of political violence on the menta! health of the civilian population has
become a ~riCarn for many researchers and 1heJocus of many studies {e.g.
"'" ! 'CO"':"
o ',I /2- •.
Lyons, 1919; Punamaki, 1989; Zwr& Ugalde, 1989). Great content~on surrounds
-: f\(:1 :co ~::_,
this debate, wim many researchers cJ&iming that those not directly invor~f3d in
, /.i
Ii
combat are nevertheless negatively affec.1:edby politically violent contexts (HobfoU.
Lomranz, Eyal, Bridges, & !zemach, 1989) and others aUeging that political
, -. I} \'
vlole!lCe does, not hllV? a CQIlsiderabi~ impact on the m\ntal haat!' of th~ gen?raI
popul~ion (Curran, 1988).
(;
Ii 1,!
,If
1/
1\ I;
Raviv and Klingman (1.983) state U~atbecause of the situation in 'srael, adults Jiving
thera are continUOl,lSIYdaxposedto thre~t. They Ilssert that Israeli chiidreij are not
generally ~xpo$ed 10 danger,l;nit th~i,tthe POliticJJlly..viotent conte).t does raprssent
a source ,fIJf stress. The present auth\?f contends that tn certain respects, the
\
experiG~ce of ~~ite children in S¢luth JMrica. is analogous 'to that of Israoli children
in~A>faras the majority of them are not involved directly in violence and
confrontation. but that they are nevertheless exposed to indices of the political
instability in this country. Evidence of th~l political instability, it is argued, rangEl
from atroCities like 'necklace' murders, torture, in detention. bomb blasts and riots,
to more subtle manifestations like bag searches at shopping centres, bomb driiIs at
':,
schools and large-scale emigfatipn.
)1
i;'
1
'th'e effects ~f bOth witnessing and experiencing war and vlofance, ;,F\~osen written
about extEiosivrely. It is hardly surprising that many of those who ha~:)b~en directly
involved frequently manifest psychologiC'al symptoms, many of which are consistent
with post-traumatic stress disorder (Aptekar & Boore, 1990; Manson, 1986;
sotcrnons, 1988: Straker. 19fj7). However, it is apparent that the pSyyhOlog~i
health of ihoS6 who are removed from the immediacy of the vio!enqe may also
o
sufier the effects. Gibson (1988) states that children are affected by politicalo .
violence evaii if they themselves are not detained q1~.ssau~ed. Schefer and
/;::>j i':
" Hof",~yr (1988)found that irrespective of whe~~r students \\.'91'8 tha.vlctims or the
i' "
.witne$ses of violent confrontations between pollea a~_dstudents! this impacted on
',. u <,
th~ir psychological wen~being.
1(1,South Africa, much aut;,'ntion ha~ been directed towards.\h~ effacts of political
" , . • )r·f'
violenca on black children (Dawes, 1987; Gibson: 1989; Lab & Shmukler,. 1989).
Some attention has also been paid to the plight of Sobih· African soldiers who
fought in the war in Angola and Namibia, and paranels have been \".:awn between
\'\
\..1
the emotional sequelae apparent in SOI;~thAfrican soldiers and Vietnam veterans
(Barron, 1989). ~towever, tne impact of political instability ..-as evidenced by violent
confrontation as well as by sUQtie manifestations~-on the white civilian population in
South Afrjca,,8tJpe.ars not t~ have been researched. °It will be argued that white
South African childre.n ate also affected, albeit more subtly than those directly
irwolved, by the current political context and that they too, are bearing the
\
) . \
consequences of living in a country in turmoil.
2
/(
/1
Ii
j'
/
More specifically, it will he postulated that expr-"~~t~/he manifestations of
, >or,_ \ II
political instability will correlate with both anxieti'ahd political fear, but tnat these
relationships wm be buffered'DY a moderator variable namely, confldence ,Inthe
,!( state security apparatus. (These, concepts are defined and described in Chapter
2.)
//
(.)
o
\1)
{)
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CHAPTER a, HISTORY AND THEORETICAL
PERSPECTIVES
(1 I)
( /
'2..1. Effects of War and Violence ,on Society
The psycho!ogical sequelae of living througtt a war arid of witnessing Of
I.
eXf>eriencing vi9lence. have received muCh atten!ion in the literature. Research
"has foquss~dbol.hon those who have been directly invorved.,(Mansory, 1986;,
Mercer,: Bunti~g & Snook, i~) as well as jhe civilian popula\ion which is generally
removed fr9rn the'immediacy Qf tha vioJence.{Hobfoll, Lomrana, Eyat, Bridges &
\1
Tzamach. 19139). (;
One of the foci;' internationally and locally, has been 'the ef,l~ that war has on
children. Palestinian and JsraelJ.:,t:hi!cf!enhave been extensively investigated and
'l
1, .. . __ _ _ > _ _ (\
written qbout in! this regard (PunamEiki.. 1983; Ziv~'J(ruglanski & Shulman, 1974) as
"'\:~,'
have Northern Irish children (Fraser, 1983; MoWhirter, 1983) and the growing body
of, South African literature in this field is also beginning to make important
,
contributions (Swartz & f..eve~tl 1989). Swartz (1986) asserts th~t in times of
crises, be they wars; civil unrest or natural disasters, caregivers should be
concerned not omy with the physical safety oTchildren, but also with the
psychological effects of vtolence. Fraser (1983) notes that many chilD~n Uvlhg in a
.'
society experiencing a civil war often manifest stress in physical symptoms e.g.
i'
vomiting, asthma, rashes, epileptic fits, and fainting.
4
LY,Qns(1979) has studied psychological reactions to severe stress in Northern
ireland and has concluded th~t while civil disturbance does not lead fo an Increase
in psychiatric illness, an anxiety reaction is apparent in peoplV who are exposed to
acute dangar or who are victims of a terrorist attack. Curran (1988) suggests that
frthe campaig.\ of terrorist violence" (p. 473) in Northern Ireland appears not to have
n
resulted in an in«:!rs~~9in psychiatrlc morbidity; however he notes that t.~eevidence
regarding outpatient f(;lferrals is contradictory. HobfoU at al. .(19se;; using
depression as an index of, psychofogi~al distress, ~ound that the outbreak of war in
.sraet corresponds with an increasElin the occurrence of depresslon, but that the
))
incidence of depression decreases aftcerthe most intensive period of the war. They
D
C9pclude tha~ If ... despite Israers constant confrontation with war, terrorism, and
"
economic upheavaf, people do not b~come insensitiva to these events~ (p. 1010).
This sensitivity to vIolence and hardship in the environment was' not replicated in
thFl Oaims and Y"Uson (1984) study which compared residents of two Northern
o
Irelatld towns which were expenenaing differing levels of violenca~ Here ~w.l
". ,) \ \
""-~~
fou.~d that the m~j~2tyof the population copes effectively with the stress caused by r>
the political violenc&, but appear to do so by denying the presence of the
surrounding violence.
))
Children's responses. to war situations have also been examined. Klingman and
Wiesner (1982) investigated the relationship between proximity to tension areas,
size of c0tnmunity and fear levels in Israeli ohildren. They found that those
children who lived closer to the conflict areas experienced greats)' fear, as did
.~t;Udren living in smaller settlements. T~~y~ur:Jest that the socia! isolation
5
experienced by children in smaller settlements makes them more sensitive to tear-
\, i:
provok1hg stimuli and that larger settlements servs to buffer the negative effects of
being close to conflict areas. Also in Isroel, Milgram and Milgram (1970) measured
anxiety levels in fifth.. and'si~h·grade pupils prior to the Yom Kippur War in 1973
and ag,ain ,six months later during the war, The general anxiety fevels were found
0"
to have nearty doubled.
()
/1
Contraty to these findings, Ziv and 'israeli (1973) di$cer',.~t-:dno' significant
differences in phildran's anXiety between shelled ~~fr~)U$ non-shelled kibbutzim.
- - :~'" <" ,'1
n . . (J. ~/n ~"n-'
Saigh (19)Sip) oomea~~d fe~r and anxiety lev~ls~~\{~t..J'$chool stUd~plS in Lebanonb
'/
, ,,'ii '. , ' " i,:_)
some of whom had ~'aenevacuated during a s!ege in West Bein,r{ and some Of
,. \:::-1 _j ,~; ' .• }" "~,I'-," , "
"
w~pm had remained in the Glity. No significant differenc~;; were found 10 exist
when oomparin(l anxi'ety and fear levels of evacuated versu& ~~-:evacuated
children. torenc and Branthwaita (1986) comparEid EngHsh anq Northern Irish
i:1 ~ n - ~~
!;
\,
schoolchildren's attitudes to violence and concluded that their attitudes Were
,;:..J-,
similar.
I\e '
It is therefore apparent that the evidence pertaining to the effects of war and
violencs. particularly on the civilian.population. is inconclusive.
6
2.2. The Impact of Exposure to Stimuli' OJl Behaviour
Various studies have been executed in order to gauge the relationship between
exposure to stimuli and behavioural correlates. Much of this research has
fccussed on the effects of television on children's behaviour. Eran, Heesmarm,
Lefkowitz ana 'Walder (1972) attempted to appraise th~>relationship between
iJ
talevisi~~iewing habits and overt aggression. They conclude that watching violE'"t
television programmes in formati~~~years is one aVila major causes of If.;)r
aggression; In a later study, Eran (1982)note5 that '~heinterplay between
"
a,ggressiva behaviour and watching yi~~nc& on television is circular in causallty-
- ··t._i ...~:,>
if~j--\
not only does inqreased exposure to television vibl~nc~l foster aggression, but
aggressive children watch an irtcreased amount of Vio!ElOce.c In an experiment in
which the researchers were operating from the prSn"isa that observation of vlolence
caused increased aggressiono it was found that a single exposure to filmed violence
did not affect the aggressive tend~ncie$ in men or women (Gllst§.fson, Hemlin &
SOderberg, 1987).
A report released in 1982 by The National Institute of Mental Health in the United
States of America states that ",..the consensus among most of the research
community •••[is] that vlotencs on television does lead to aggressive behaviour by
children and teenagers who watch the programstt (cited in Stipp and Milavsky,
1988, p. 71). Stipp and Milavsky are dit!(~;cil of this report and of many of the
studies on which the report is based. They believe that there are serious
7
limitations in many of the studies, and are concerned that correlational data was
interpreted as causational.
There is however, some evidence to suggest ~hatwitnessin~l violence in sports in
the, media does have some bearing on viewers' behaviour (It:tussell. Oi Lullo & Di
LuUo~1908-89; Young & SOlitA, 1988089).
Other studies have focussed on the effects of seeing suid!de on telf.:)vision, and
subsequent suicidal behaviour in ~he general population. Steede and Range (1989)
note that there have baen a number of "adolescent suicide 'pl)idemics'" which may
be accounted for by "behavioural contagion" (p. 166). Their results are stated
tentatively and they found that simply knowing about a previous suicide may not be
sufficient to lnfluance suicidal behaviour of adolescents. These findings were not
corroborated in the study by Schmidtke and Hafner ('1988). Here, a television
series which depicted the railway suicide of a ts-year old male was l' towed by an
increase in the number of suicides in the population. The size of the increase was
most marked in people who were similar r;~ge and gender to the model.
Linz, Donnerstein and Penrod (1988) expressed a concern that continual exposure
to violence against women in the media may result in viewers becorninq
desensitised to actual victims. Their study found that sexually violent material
initially provoked anxiety and depression amongst subjects, but that prolonged
exposure decreased neg~tive affective responses.
8
In considering the effects of exposure to stimuli on behaviour, it is important to
review some c,f the material dealing with chlidren's knowledge of violence in their
pf.llitical contexts. Two studies have investigated children's awareeess of violence
in Northern Ireland. Cairns (1984) explored the power ot television news as a
source of I(nowing about violence and found that its impact on children was the
saroa, irretSpeCiive of whether the children lived in a "quiet" or 'vlolsnt" area.
Cairns, Hunter and Herring (1980) compared children living in Northern !reland and
two areas in Scotland; one area wtlere only Northern Irish television reception is
possible, ~lndone area where Northern Ireland television news cannot be received.
Children exposed to (')ortheM Ireland te~evision news ware shown to be more
--~~;-.>-
II
aware of violence.
\l\.fhilethere is controversy regarding;;:the conclusions drawn from some of the
studies done on the effect of exposure to stimuli on subsequent behaviour, it IS
apparent that the majority of t!'le research suggests that a correlation does exist.
2.3. The Context of the Current Study
Punamaki (1986) is concerned that desplts general acceptance of the fact that
psychological processes are inexMcably bound to context, few studies have
&lotually investigated the influence that soclal, politlcal and historical factors have on
individual psychological well-being. In this study, she found that both individualistic
and his. Ical"political factors have a bearing on the way in which children cope
with stress.
9
Political violence has become an integral aspect of life in South Africa. The nature
of the violence varies "from those which are extensive such as civil unrest...to
those which are intensive, such as assassinations, disappearances and torture"
(Zwi & Ugalde, 1989). They emphasise that individuals, communities and nations
suffer the effects of violence, both directly e.g. deaths and psychological stress,
and indirectly e.g. increased military expenditure at the expense of allocating
money to health services. education, or fostering economic growth. The imposition
of the State of Emergency in 1986 resulted in the detention without trial of 26 000
people, many of whom were tortured (Zwi & Ugalde, 1989), It is the opinion of Zwi
and Ugalde that lIit such a thing as general community well-being exists, then it too
may suffe,' markedly from potltlcal violence and repression" (p. 637).
The South African context is an apartheid context. This implies families being
separated by the migrant labour system, the dlsplacement of thousands of families
as a result of the Group Areas Act, No. 41 of 1950, ths blatant discrimination in
education policies (where R476.95 was spent on each black child per annum in
white-designated areas compared to R2 508.00 spent on each white child, Race
l3elations Survey, 1987/88)~ housing shortages (at the end of 1987, there was a
shortage of between 700 000 ~ 1 400 000 unlts, Race Relations Survey, 1987/88),
overcrowded living conditions and high unemployment (an estimate of the total
unemployment for South Africa in 1988 was between 5.5 million and 6.1 million,
Race RelatioQs Survey, 1987/88). According to the Wey:;J.yMail (December 23,
1988 ~ January 12, 1989, p. 38) in '1988 it was reported that 73 000 people had
bee" detained under South Africa's security and Emergency laws since tsso-over
10
50 000 of these since 1985 and since 1977, 15 000 children aged 17 or under had
been detained. According to Justice Minister Koble Coetsee, at 31 December
1988, 645 children aged 17 or under and 3 183 youths aged i8 to 20 were being
held in ("iJstody (Y'l,eeklyMail, March 23 - March 30, 1989, p. 34). By the and of
1989, seven people were being held in detention without trial and 577 people were
relstricted under the Emergency regulations (Weekly Mall. December 15 ~
oscember 20. 1989. p. 12). Turton, Straker and Moosa (in press) assessed (black)
township youths' experiences of violence and found that the levels of crime and
violence reported by their subjects are so high that their levels of psychological
distress are mare elevated than In a 'normal' populatlon.
Clearly, living in a pOlitical context such as this, has psycho1ot.!icalsequelae.
Straker (1987) asserts that people living in black townships are constantly
subjected to extreme ~(ress and she suggests that the trauma experienced by
many South Africans is continuous. These traumatic stress conditions include the
witnessing of, or the participating in, violence between residents and police and/or
army, violence between anti-apartheid forces and right-wing vigilantes, and the
violence between rival anti-apartheid groups. Dawes (1987) addresses H.g
question of children growing up in South Africa. He cites svlosnca for the
psychologically damaging effects of being detained and believes that "children's
p,~ychological vulnerability is likely to increase in inverse proportion to their age" (p.
33). Another study concemir:g itself with the psychological effects of unrest
conditions on children in South African townships, ShOWE~dthat black children are
extremely concerned and anxious about aspects of political violence, police
11
presence and civil unrest in the townshlps-Indeed, their spontaneous references to
political unrest were more marked than children in Northern Ireland (Lab &
Shmukler, 1989).
Apartheid legislation has led to a disproportionate number of black children coming
into contact with the criminal justice system (McLachlan. 1986). Chikane (1986)
110te$t~~t black children have participated in the struggle against the apartheid
regIme. Many, even as young as eight years old, have been detained. He depicts
the conditions in which many South African children are growing up as follows:
The world of the township onlld is extremely violent. It is a world made up of
teargas, bullets, whippings, detention, and death on the streets. It is an
experience of military operations and night raids, of roadblocks and bOOy
searches. It is a world where parents and friends get carried away in the
night to be interrogated. It is a world where people simply disappear, where
parents are assassinated and homes are petrol bombed. Such is the
environment of the township child today. (p. 342-3)
Thus it is clear that many black South Africans endure enormous suffering, both
physical and psychological, as a direct result of the pOlitical context. However it is
postulated that white South Africans cannot be unaffected by the violence being
perpetrated in the country. Ayalon (1983) says that although terrorism is so
widespread, the experience of the terrorized has largely been neglected. While it is
undoubtedly true that tar fewer whites are directly involved in violent confrontations,
it Is likely that the majority are affected indirectly by the dominating ethos and what
Koornhof (1989) refers to as "the turbulence manifest in present-day South African
society" (p, 282).. According to Vogelman (1986), white South Africans have the
highest rate of coronary disease in the WOrld,and evidence high incidences of
suicide and family murders. He offers as a possible explanation for these
12
phenomena, the psycho-social stresses of apartheid. Lambley (1980) has found
evidence of anxiety and fear in English-speaking South Africans. In his research
with white English-speaking nurses, apart from finding them vAry anxious and
hostile, he discerned significant disturbances in hypochondria, psychopathy and
obsessive-compulsive tendencies and concluded that their fear and general
discomfort rnanifested as confused and disor'lanised personalities. He attributes
this to the effects of apartheid.
The area of family murders has received little attention in the literature (Van Arke!,
1985).. Ptetorius (1987) notes that until recently, family murder occurred extremely
infrequentiy in South Africa, but sin( J83, there has been a spate of such events.
They have occurred almost ex~lusively in the white population, mostly in the
Afrikaans-speaking sector. Graser (1987) studied press reports of family murders
between 1983 and 1985. It was found that in 1983, 10 family murders were
reported and in 1985, 17. This represents an increase of 70% over a three year
period. The number of victims lncreased from 15 in 1983 to 28 in 1985, which is
an increase of 87%. Du Toit (1990) chooses to refer to family murders as
"familicide" which is defined as a parent kUlingthe whole family and then attempting
to commit, or committing, suicide. According to Du Tolt (1990), the media reported
13 cases of famllicide for 1988 while the actual number is 40. Du Toit caiis
attention to the fact that the particular type of familicide that occurs in Sout1 Africa
is extremely rare in other parts of the world. Elsewhere, if family murders do occur,
they tend to be the result of escalating family Violence or serious pathology.
However, this type of pathology is generally absent in the familicides of South
13
Afric~ms. Pretorius (1987) writes th~~victims appear {lot to have been murdered in
rage or to seek revenge, but rather "the offender acted out of some positive
interpretation of death" (p. 135).
Various explanat'ons have been offered for the relatively high incidence of family
murders in this country. Some of these include "uncontrollable aggression,
unstable behaviour, and alcohol abuse" (Shapiro, The Star, 17 November 1986,
cited in Du Tolt, 1990, p. 289); "uncontrollable jealousy ..•violent family relations,
psycnotic behaviour ...lrnmaturity" (Lang & Shepperd Smith, Sunday Times, 25 April
1982, cited in Du Tolt, 1990, p. 289); "despair and emotional build-up concerning
the loss of a. loved one" (Erasmus, 1988, cited in Du Toit, 1990, p. 289);
"escalation of political unrest and violence ...which leads to desperation" (Shapiro~
Jhe Star, 17 November 1986, cited in Du ron, 1998, p. 289); "the romanticizing of
demh by certain religious groups who seek solutions in the hereafter" (Kruger,
Sarie Marais, 22 May 1985, cited in Du Taitt 1990, p. 290); "the political isolation
and economic sanctions which create a feeling of helplessness and desperation"
(Schmidt. Die Beeld, 26 August 1987, clted in Du TOit, 199~. p. 290).
Pretorlus (1987) hypothesises that some of the family murderers wished to rescue
their entire families through death and this wish emerged from a misguided notion
of the rights and duties of the head of the family. He asserts that some of the
factors influencing the head of a family's belief that he/she has the right to decide
the fate of the other family members, may be the legitimation of violence by our
SOCietyand religious doctrine regarding eternal Hfe. Du Toit has a different
14
understanding of the causative factors in South African farnilicide. He observes
that unlike other colonised states in which the colonisers massacred the indigenous
population, the colonlsers of South Africa assumed guardianship over the native
inhabitants which was underpinned by a belief that the; local population was
incompetent to govern itself. Du Toit postulates that "thls right to determine the
lives of people, which has been legitimated in the national life, has filtered through
to the family life patterns of some families" (p. 297').
Thus there appears to be a strong case for a socio-hlstorical explanation of the
familicides in South Africa. This socio-polltlcc-hlstcrloat context may also sxplaln
many other psychologica~ responses that are evident in the general population.
;i
'i The present author submits that Hving in a society characterised by a militarised
exlstanes, a war mentality' is prevalent and is being propagated by the
government. For example, security issues are given high priority by the Nationalist
government: the 1989 budg~t for South Africa's security services rose by more
than 22% to an official total of R14,92 billion, which represents 23% of the Re5
billion budget (Weekly Mail, April 7 - April 13, 1989, p, 30). This disproportionate
figure is supposedly justified because of the increase in opposition to the ruling
regime. According to Law and Order Minister, Adriaan Vlck, in 1988 this opposition
took the form of 5 208 incidents of 'unrest and violence' and 281 incidents of
'terrorism' (Weekly Mail. Marcih 23 ~March 3D, 1989, p. 34), It was also reported
that guerrilla attacks Increased 640% between 1984 and 19138with 44 occumna in
1984 and 281 in 1988 C{VeekliVMaU_,December 23, 1988 - January 12, 1989. p,
38).
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The war mentality is also evident in a number otother areas. All white South
African males are conserlpted into the army and (at the time of this study) were
required to spend two years fuJHime service and approximately 730 days doing
camps, soldiers and army vehicles are often seen in the towns and cities and,
periodically, extensive army parades are held in urban centres. These serve as a
'flexing of military muscle' and appear to provide the white population with some
security as to the extent and strength of the military and police, Jochelson and
Buntman (1989) claim that war and violence are glorified in South Africa through
the extensive marketing of war games, war videos and war toys. Evans (1989)
contends that white South African schooling is extremely mllltarlsad and is
da.s:gned to make pupiJs acquiesce to the increasing militarisation of the state. He
writes that once a week, in excess of 300 000 white South African youths go to
school wearing military browns in. (",ompiiance with the school cadet programme in
which they learn army drill, pow to shoot and other aspects of preparing for military
!;
service. The syllabus of the cadet programme includes imparting information about
'the enemy' and encouraging the youth to report any information about the enemy
to their superiors, and lEming that the "enemy is desperate and 'alms to overthrow
the present government and create a black majority government .•.•the enemy is
collecting information years before direct attack" (cited in Evans. 1989, p, 286). It
seems that such programmes are deSigned to inculcate racIal prejudice and they
employ fear as- the mechanism in order to achieve it.
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In addition to overt rnilltarlsanon such as conscription, ~he civilian population is
~"<>nstantlyreminded of the political instability that characterises the coumryas the
indices of this instability are manifest in many aspects of daily living. Schools are
required to carry out 'bomb drills' and many schools are surrounded by barbed wire
fences; shopping centres have bag searches; posters in public buildings depict
limpet mines; the media sensationalises bomb blasts and 'terrorist' attacks; many
families ate separated because of emigratior~. All these factors, it is d~;;;;~r3itted,
serve to £.~eatean atmosphere of insecurity.
Lazarus and Folkman (1984) state that experiences which are perceived as
threatening to one's well-being, generate stress. Jt is argued that being exposed to
this lf3vidence of militarisation (which is supposedly a response to the, political
instability in South Africa) generates stress, and stress is often associated with
anxiety (ThClits. 19.83). Threats to weU-beingare also assoclated with fear
(Klingman & Wiesner, 1982). It is therefore postulated that exposure to the$~f
factors which reflect the political instabilitYt gel'lerate anxiety and fear.
The present author suggests that one of the consequences of propagating the war
mentality is the generation of anxiety in the white population. The state creates
this fear by coining phrases. for example, lik~ 'total onslaught'. This onslaught is
reputedly wide-ranging as it is "internationar, psychological, economic and
smctlonat-sno its agents [are] ubiquitous ...~the scope of the '.on5Iaught' is said to
be a (communist' assault on 'democratic Western values'" (Posel, 1989, p. 273).
The "'total onslaught' .•.required a 'total strategy' capable of combining effective
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security measures wt((l reformist policies aimed at removll1g the grievances that
revolutionaries could exploit" (Swilling & Phillips, 1989, p. 136), Thus by supplying
a solution to a created problem, the state was able to decrease anxiety and so woo
the voting publi~.
Yet another consequence of apartheid. and surely another contributor to the
general instability, is the dire economic plight of so many of South Africa's citizens.
"
It has recentl¥ been reported that. South Africa's crime rate in 1990 was at teast
30% more than the 1989 fjgure (The Star. Novem~.~r 26, 1990, p. 1). In addition,
tha number of murders·per 100 000 of the population is currently 49, corspared to
that in the United States of nine per 100 000 (The StaL January 28, 1991. p.3.). It
is argued that Jiving in a crime ..ridden society also contributes to a general sense of
insecurity in the population.
It must be noted that since the data for this study was collected, some changes
have occurred in the country. Witp the election of the new president (F. W. de
Klerk») "the logjam seemed to break. Good intentions twinkled round the country"
(Weekly. Mail, December 211'989 to January 18, 1990, p, 1). Sinca then, theC.
African National Congress (AN C), the South African Communist Party (SACP). the !i
Pan African Congress (PAC) and variouS'>other organisations have been unbanned,
tha RMonia ttii~lists have been freed, Namibia obtained its independence, talks
have o~.;./.:tedbetween the government and the ANC, the Separate Amenities Act
has been lifted, the Group Areas Act has been repealed, the Population
Registration Act has been abolished; national service has been decreased to one
18
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The re~ear~~hissues that arise from this discussion pertain to the ~ffects or jiving in
ai5bliti~Uy ueftable, politioa.lly violent society. There has been a dearth of
rasearyh in South Africa on those who are generally removed from direct "
u
,\." "
year} and there has been st"je relaxing of international sanctions against South
Africa. It must be stressed that this study was executed belore these ei8anges
c;occurred.
confrontations with tha violence, and it is postulated that the overt and subtle
processes inherent in the South African context cannot fait to have an impact on
the wh~e population. Gibson (1988) sug~~sts that it would be of interest to'~Study
the"m,ere subtle processes operating in, and haviho~n effect on. chiidrerr,Uving in
our country. Tilis study addresses itsalf to some of these subtle process~s ....it aims
(i
.to investigate the QxperienceS of white South African children and how they 'are
affected by growing up in our society,
c
It is believed that al1 understanding of Negative Affectivity (MA) as proposed by
(,)
\\
"
Watson and Clark (1984) may be applicable to, and serve to illuminate, some of
n "
thase experiences. They posit that people high in NA tend to e:t~,perjenceemotional
:discomfort at all times and in various situations. even jf OVS,1 stress is not present.
Thus it is hypothesisoo that subjects in this study who score high on the one iildex
of NA (viz. anxiety) will also score high on ths other NA-type index (political fear).
i
II
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In summar)" this study will attempt to assess the relationships between exposure to
c
the rnanifestations of politioaUristability (e.g. knowledge or awareness of bomb
,:. .• ~<
blasts, war casualtiesi' potitici;ll assassinations, emigration ete.), political tsar (e.g.
concerns regardin~ being, personally involved in a Umpet ri~incident or a
:. ," _-, 'i
"1errorist,: attack on their home or school, feeling fearful of the possibility of a \,
(;\ {'t
brother ocfamily member dy;ng ifll)he c~bushW:{~t~~arof national service, fear of
I\, -!"'~.
II '\.. <";I,,
the'1~~volution'.'swart gevaar etc.») and anxiety-'(vJ.hich has been selected as an
':~1',~,_ _ . ,: fG:~~'" ',--,--~ .• <>,
(( ij,") i~~2~:, ,/J: .~~~) 'rl . _- ',' . . -~~;
;nd~x of/pSychplogicaJ distress). Jt is believed however, that tha degree of
confid,Jbde in t~e state's ability to prot[ct the status guo will modify the ~~pected
" ) ..) . \
re.I.~ti.O'.\~h..~.I.~. 'Th~ this has ~!' Incorporated 'into"thl~.tudy inme form .01wh~
has ~n termed1 cr.mfidence in the state security app atus (i.e. extent of the c
"~"
benaf pf tm;; ability of the state security forces to..proti*1, th~bjeot's, wond).
L:; '~':-:"_:" " 'J I' - C:;:.::,_;j_
D
The inodef of the study is represented below:
1-'"
l~
p6LITI~' I
FEARS OR
. ANXIETY
1
EXPOSURE TO THE 1
MANIFESTATIONS OF
o
POLITICAL iNSTABILITY
()
._::.'
(\
CONFIDENCE IN STATE
SECURITY APPARATUS
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Specifically, the hy". ieS9S are:
1. Exposure to manifestations of political instability.'Political faar and anxiety
S'.
are positively correlated; and political fear and anxiety are negatively
corr~ated with continence in the state security apparatus.
(I. ,;, '.
\\
~F The r~lationship$ between exposure to manifestations 'Of political
instabilit~'J and both pOlitical fear and arlxiety are modified by the degre ]f
conf!d~nC$ in the state security apparatus.
3, The anxiety 19\'01$of white, English ..spaaking South Aftican ohUdren are
"higher than those ot American children.
c
(f)
1/
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CHAPTER 3. RE9EARCH DESIGN AND
METHODOLOGY
3,,1. Design
A cross-sectional correlational design is employed in this study. Relat:onships
-....:::-
between exposure: to political instability, polltleal fears, anxlsty, and confidence in
/"
the state security apparatus were examined by means 91 correlations.
3.2. Subjects
The subjects who participated in this study ware 322 white pupils attending a
government school in Johannesburg. However, a number of the subjects had to be
excluded on the basis of a lie scale in the anxiety measure (pupils were excluded if
they obtained a lie score of greater than or equal t01lfive.-out of a possible nine lie
items), and check items in another scate (and here they 'were excluded if they
obtained a score of two or more-out of a possible foW check itemc;). 54 pupils
were excluded on the basis of the lie scale, six 01'\ the basis of the check items,
and five whose scares on the lie scale and the check items exceeded the outlined
limits. Thus the number of subjects whose responses were employed in the data
analyses, is 257. The sample consisted of the following children (the first figure is
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the number of children who were included in the data analyses, while the number
in brackets represents the number of children to whom the scales were
administered): 81 (96) girls in Standard six (mean age 13.54 years; standard
deviation 0.63); 55' {54) boys in Standard six (mean age 13.64 years; standard
deviation 0.68); 78 (93) girls in Standard seven (mean ag.e '14.49 years; standard
(T'
da:yiation 0.73);':43 (69) beys in Standard seven (mean age 14.49 years; standard
\_,"
deviation 0.70).
The first of the pilot studies whicf} was rEJquiredfor the purposes. of thi.s research
employed the Standard six pupils who live in ij1a hostel at the same school and the
second pilot study used the Standard seven pupils living i~the hostel. There wa~)
a total of 3:4 pupils tl1 the first pilot study (22 girls and 12 boys) and 33 pupils in the
.:;;
c
second (22 girls and 11 boys),
This particular school was chosen as its pupils are believed: to represent a range of
socto-eccnomlc echelons and it is possible that socle-aconomlc status mar.be a
confounding variable in a study such as this. Information regardlng their/social
/
class was gleaned by obtaining tbe nature ot their 'parents' employment' and
referring to the classification of f)ccupationaf groupings In South Africa,' (Stopforth" &
f
Schlemmart 1979). \\
Some of the children failed to describe their parents' jobs accurately and so the
following was based on available information only. As regards 'Father's work' (and
this may have refened to pupils' stepfathers in the absence of information about
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their biological fathers), the scores ranged from 11 (which corresponds to 'Semi-
skilled manual' e.g. prison warder, carpenter, jolner) to 75 (which corresponds to.
'Professional' e.g. architect, mecfcal practitioner). There was a bimodal distribution
peaking at 18 (corresponding to tArtisan/Craft-~Manufacturing and Other) and 49
(corresponding to 'High and Lower Managers, Executives and Administrators').
The median was 38 (corresponding to 'Senior Clerical' e.g. bookkeeper,
accountant-not chartered).
Th~ Stopforth and Schlemmer study (1979) is based on the economically active
white male population in South Afric(t and riP equivalent norms are available tc ¥ the
white female population. Consequently in order to glean information regarding the
pupils' mothers' occle-econornlo status: the Stopforth and Sctllammer criteria ~er9
applied to the mothers' occupations where available. These scares ranged from 3
(corresponding to 'Unskilled Manual') to 75. The mode was 36 (corresponding to
'Less Senior Clerical' e.g. typist, clert{) as was the median.
o
3.3" Test Instruments
Four test instruments were required for this study to measure the four variables
..that the author identified viz. 'Anxiety', 'Political Fear', 'Exposure to the
Manifestations of Polit1:~atInstability', 'Confidence in the State Security .Apparatus'.
, ~'
Each of thf; test instruments is described below.
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1. What I Think and Feel: Revised Children's Manifest Anxiety Scale (R-CMASl
The function of this scale is to measure the aspect that the Eiuthor chose to
use as an index of how white children are affected by the current political
context (I.e. anxiety). Their scores are later compared with those of
American children.
/1
\ !
This test has a total of 37 items, 28 anxiety items and nine lie items.
\~
\\
AnSwer~\\!'equire a 'yes' or 'no' response and subjects had to tick a box
\\
\~,
(either 'yes' or 'no') that corresponded withJheir experience. If subjects
scored five or more on the lie items, they were excluded 'from the sample on
ths basis that their general :~responseswould not have truly reflect~d their
attitudes and experiences. Two phrases in two of the original items were
changed as the language would have been unfamiliar to South African
children (lterm 9: 'mad' "ras changed to 'cross'; Item 26: 'fussed at' was
changed to 'picked on').
This scale was devised by ReynolUs and Richmond (1978) and is a measure
of trait, as opposed to state, anxiety (Reynolds, '1981). It is based on the
widaly ..used Children's Form of the Manifest AnxIety Scale (by Castaneda,
McCandless & Palermo, 1956) which in turn was basad on the Taylor Scale
of Manifest Anxiety (1951) (Taylor, 1953). The Revised Children's Manifest
Anxiety SCa!~ has been used in a number of recent ctudies (Arguls\\ :z &
Miller, 1985; Reynolds & Paget, 1981; Richmond, Sukemune, Ohmoto,
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Kawamoto & Hamazakl, 1984). Its construct validity has been verified
(Reynolds & Richmond, 1979; Reynolds, 1980). The R"CMAS has been
used with diverse ~roupsf for example children with high intelligence
(Reynolds, 1985; Scholwinski & Reynolds, 1985) and learning disabled
children (Paget & Reynolds; 1984).
(See p. 67 in Appendix A for the R-CMAS.)
2. Israftli Fear Schedule Surv:ey far.Children (IFSSQ)_
ThiS instrument consists of 99 items and assesses a wide variety of
children's fears including fear of failure and criticism, medical fears, fear of
the dark, home-school fears and political fears. The IFSSC was nat used in
its entirety for the purposes of this study--onlt the nine political fears items
(Items 21, 43. 46. 68, 89, 90, 91, 93, 98) and six general fear items were
employed (Items 5, 6, 25, 52, 78, 79). (However, only the political fears
items were scored). Each item is rated on a scale of 'none'. 'a little',
'some', 'much', 'very much', There were five boxes corresponding to each
possible response for each question and subjects were required to tick thG
box that was closest to their experience. Two different fear scores can be
obtained: the total number of fear items checked as distul'bing, and the total
degree of fear catoutatsd by scoring 'none' = 0... 'VGIY much' == 4. In this
study, the lat!er :scoring system was used.
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Again some of the ltsms had to be altered. either to make the language '
more accessible, or the examples more relevant, to South African children.
(Item 25: 'befora' was changed to 'in front of'; Item 43: 'or rv was added;
Item 46: 'airGraid siren' was changed to 'slren at school warning of a bomb';
Item 68~·Arab' was changed to 'black person': Item 89: 'from the air' was
changed to 'going off'; Item 90: 'tsrrortst infiltration' was changed to
'terrorists attacking'; Item 93: 'Syria and tebanon' was changed to 'Angola
and Namibia'; Item 98: 'reserve duty' W~ASchanged to 'army duty'.)
Thi,s scale is based on the Wolpe and Lang Fear Schedule Survey (1964)
>- ~ •.•
which was developed for used with ~dults. It was later modified by Scherer
and Nakamura (1968) tor use with ,(:hildren. Goldberg, Ylnon and Cohen
(1975) altered the original scale t9 make it more relevant to Israeli adults,
i
and Klingman and Wiesner (198~) further modified it to produce the Israeli
Fear Schedule Survey fpr ChilQ'ten. The IFSSC was employed in thIS
Klingman and Wiesner (1982)/and (1983) studies.
Orcnbach's alpha coefficient of internal consistency was computed for the
modified version of the IFSSC using the final sample of 257 subjects. The
alpha coefficient is 0.85 in this sample.
(See p, 11 in Appendix A for the version of the IFSSC that was used in this
study.)
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From this author's review of the literature, it appears that no research has been
done on the effects of Hving in a politically unstable society on white people in
South Africa. Consequently there were no scales available to assess some
aspects that this study aimed to measure. This necessitated the development of
two scales, a description of which follows, and the methodology of which is outlined
later.
3. Exposure to the Manifestations of Politipalln~tability Scale (EMPI Scale)
E~posure to the Manifestations of Political Instability (EM?!) refers to the
extent to which the subject has come into contact with, or is aware of,
evidence of the political instability of our society. Evidence of political
instability refers to knowledge about bomb blasts, riots, soldiers being hurt or
wounded etc. This awareness could have emanated from personal
involvement·i'1J knowledge of others' involvement in, or media coverage of.
pOlitical violence, the ·blJsh war'. emigration, issues of national security etc.
There are 19 items in this scale ..~15 items tapping awareness of political
instability, and four check items. Each item has a 'yes' or 'no' response
option and again subjects were required to tic!{ their responses in a box. If
subjects scored two or more Qut of the tour check Items, their protocols were
excluded from the statlsncal analyses as it was presumed that they had not
completed the questionnaires accurately.
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Internal consistency coefficients are not computed for this scale as the logic
of internal consistency does not apply to a measure of exposure to
potentially independent circumstances (c.f. Thoits, 1983, for a dlscusslou of
this issue with regard to life events checklists).
(See p. 69 in Appendix A for EMPI scale.)
4. ConfidfIDce in the State Security Apparatus Scale {~SSA Scal«ll
Confidence in the State Security Apparatus (CSSA) is an index of the extent
to which the subject has confidence in the ability of the formal security
forces to protect him/her from harm. It reflects the degree to which he/she
believes in the invincibility of the security mechanisms that currently exist in
South Africa. These mechanisms include the South African Defence Force
(SADF), the South African Police (SAP), and security personnel employed to
safeguard the population at public venues e.g. shopping centres.
The CSSA scale has i4 items with one of three possible response options:
'Agree', 'Disagree'. 'Maybf.:l'. Once again, a box had to be ticked. Each
subject obtains a score out of 14 and this reflects the amount of confidence
he/she has, with a score of 14 representing optimal confidence in the state
security apparatus, This scale was constructed so that certain of the 'Agree'
and certain of the 'DisAgree' options scored positively.
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Cronbach's alpha coefficient of internal consistency was also computed for
this scale. The air' 'a coefficient is 0.71 for this sample.
(See p 70 in Appendix A for CSSA scale.)
3.4. Procedure
As the EMPI and CSSA scales had to be developed, the study was executed in
various phases-two pilot studies (Pilot 1 and Pilot 2) in which the scatss were
developed and tested, and the implementation of t!e actual study. The same
methodology was employed in the development of both scales. However, it is
important to note that the operaflcnallsailon of the new concepts can "yield only
limited meanings of construct. No operational definition can ever express all of a
variable" (Kerlings(, 1973, p. 32).
Dohrenwend, Krasnoff, Askenasy and Oohrenwend (1978) emphasise the
importance of drawing on a sample of subjects in the pilot work which closely
resembles the subjects in the final study. Consequently, the hostel children who
attend the school which provided the subjects, became the pilot subjects. In the
two pilot phases, each subject received a booklet with questions pertaining only to
the two scales being developed (and they were asked their age and gender).
When the main study' was executed, each subject received a booklet (entitled
IAttitudes and Experiences of South African Teenagers') containing the four scales
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and a rage requesting demographic information (male/female; Standard six/seven;
age; parents' jobs). The questionnaires were answered anonymously. The same
tester administered the questlonnalres in four group situations: once to the subjects
in Pilot 1, once to the subjects in Pilot 2, once to the Standard six subjects and
once to the Standard seven subjects.
Prior to participating in the study, a letter was sent to the parents of all Standard
Sl; 4·.ri seven pupils at the school at which the study was to be executed,
requesting permission for their Children to participate in the study. Only pupils who
were given permission became subjects. (See Appendix B for letters sent to
parents.)
It was originally intended that each part of the study would employ different
subjects: Standard six hostel pupils would participate in the first pilot, Stal~dard
seven hostel pupils in the second pilot and the non-hostel pupils in Standards six
and seven in the main study. However, the main study was administered to all
Standards six and seven pupils, hostel and non-hostel. It was thought that
participating in the pilot studies may influence subjects' responses, so statistical
analyses were conducted twice-once including the hC3tei pupils and once
excluding them. As no Significant dif;srences were found to exist between the two
analyses, all pupils~ hostel and non-hostel, are included in the statistics that ave
reported.
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Dohrenwend et al. (1978) cmstructed a life events scale, the methodology of which
is a prototype for the construction of the scales for this study. Dohrenwend {1974)
offers l? similar methodology. Pilot i involved asking open-ended questions of the
sdbjects. The aim of this was to elicit lnformatlon regarding some of their
experiences which pertained to four major categories viz. the army and
conscription, security issues, violent episodes, and emigration. The type of
questions that were asked were: "Are we living in violent times? If yes, what
makes you think so? Give five reasons"; "Have you heard about any bomb blasts
recently? If yes, how did you find out about them?"; "Are the army and the police
protecting us? Yes/No. Give five reasons why you chose the answer you did";
"Why are our bags checked and bodies searched at shopping centres? List three
reasons".
Each response that was generated in Pilot 1 was listed and categorised, and
common types of responses were synthesised into a checklist by the author.
Soma of trle responses related to ostensibly non-polltlcat violence e.g. crime rates,
and the author excluded these from the checklist. This was done in order to
coniine the study to an Investlqatton into the effects of political violence and the
concomitant instability, on children. Oppenheim (1966) suggests that there be
roughly equal numbers of positive and negative items which should be ordered
randomly. This was done for the CSSA scale but was not done for the EMPI
scale. However, check items were built into the EMPI scale instead. Care was
taken in the construction of the statements and Kline's (1986) guidelines were
heeded. .hese include: items must be clear and unambiguous; each item must
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only ask one question; it is preferable to avoid terms of frequency, He also notes
that the Yes/No format is easily comprehended by subjects, and this suggestion
.~~~-lltilised. The checklists generated from Pilot 1 became the questiornSjes for
The Pilot 2 version of the EMPI scale had 27 items, while the CSSA scale had 15
items. Subjects' answers were reviewed Which led to the qUQ!!?tionnairesbeing
revised. This involved excluding some of these items and altering the language of
other of the ltems. This f.(#visionrendered a final verslon of the EMPI scale (which
has 19 Items) and the CSSA scale (14 items).
Once the pilot phase was completed, the main study WE{S executed on two different
days, one week apart (as the school was not able to accommodate al! Siandard six
and seven pupils together). The author scored all of the questionnaires. and each
subject eClerged with six 'scores, one for each of the following: Ue items (from the
A-CMAS); Check items (from the EMPI scale); R·CMAS; EMPI; OSSA; polltlcal
fE~ars(PF). The a'ithor also scored the parents' occupations according to the
Sltopforth and Schlemmer (1978) criteria. Each subject's six scores and his/her
demographic information represent the raw data on which the statis~ical analyses
were executed. In addition, each subject's responses to each item in the OSSA
and PF scales was also analysed statistically for the purpose of generating
oronbach'e alpha coefficients.
(See Appendix C for the Piloi 1 and Pilot 2 questlonnaires.)
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3.5. Data Analysis
The raw data was statis~ica!ly analysed by means of the following procedures:
foOi Hypothesi::; 1: zero-order correlation coefficients were employed.
For Hypothesis 2: multiple regression analysi~ with interaction terms was used.
a) PF l%: EMPit CSJA, EMPI*CSSA
b) Anxii9ty == EMf' I, CSSA, EMPI*OSSA
For Hypothesis 3: a Hast was employed to estQblish the sample's correspondence
,"f/ith the American !Siandardisatton sample mean,
i
I
I
I
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CHAPTER 4. RE~3ULTS
Mee\ns and standard deviatkms for the four variables (EMPI, anxiety, PF, and
CSSt~) were determined for each group and are reported in Table 1.
Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations for EMPl,
anxiety" PF, and iCSSA for All Groups
~~u~~
- _" ~' - ---1
-: Statistic EMPI Anxiety PF CSSA-
Whole mean ' 9.21. 13.06 • 17.72 6.22
(N :: 257) ; i. s.d. 2.85 6.0 8.23 3.02
t:
All Boys mean 9.28 10.69 13'.99 6.43
(N:::: 98) ad, 3.19 5.23 7.31 2.78.
All Girls mean 9.17 14.52 20.02 6,09, !
(N ::;.159) s.d. 2.63 5.99 7.94 3.15
All Std 6 mean 9.'13 13.04 19.01 ":'6.43
(N = 136) s,d. 2.98 5.82 8.18 3.0'1
-::c
~ -
All Std 7 mean .9.30 13.07 16.27 5.99
(N=121) s.d. 2.71 6.21 8.09 3.03
Std 6 Boys mean 9.09 11.09 16.15 6.51
(N == 55) s.d. 3.26 5.27 6.88 2.73
_.-......, -
Std 6 Girls mean 9.16 14.37 20.95 6.37
(N == 81) s.d. 2.80 5.83 8.45 3.20
_,..._
Std 7 Boys mean 9.51 10.19 11.23 6.33
~=~)
s.d. 3.12 5.18 6.97 2.88
d 7 Girts mean 9.18 14.67 19.05 5.81
::; 78) s.d. 2.46 6.18 7.31 3.10- - - - ~
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The mean age for the Standard six boys is 13.6 years, for the Standard six gins it
is 13.5 years, for the Standard seven boys it is 14.5 years, and for the Standard
seven gil'ls it is 1'4.5 years. The Reynolds and Paget (1983) study established
normative data for the R-CMAS on American children. Their results reveal that the
Ii,:
mean score for white 13 year old males is 11.11 (standard deviation 6.23) and for
white 13 year old females is '.2.02 (standard deviation 6. to). In the present studYI
the mean anxiety for the 13 ye~\J'old males (i.e. Standard six boys) is 11.09
(standard deviation ,5.27) and for the 13 year old females it is 14.37 (standard
deviation 5.83). As regards the mean anxiety scores for 14 year old children,
Reynolds and Paget (1983) report ff~res of 1,0.94 (standard deviation 6.19) for 14
_/ I)
Yf#:,:x old males, and 12.7e (standard deviation 6.12) tor 14 year old females. The
anxiety scores in this study for 14 year old males were 10.19 (standard deviation
5.18) and for 14 year oid females. "14.67 tsiandaro deviation 6.18}.
Thus the differences Qeiween means of the two studies are as fonows~ 13 year old
maies-Amencan sample 0.02 greater than South African sample; 13 year old
femalfjs· ..Sou1h African sampl~ 2.35 greater than American sample; 14 year old
males- ..Amai'ican ~mpte 0.75 greater than South African sample; 14 year old
females--South African sample 1.91 great.~r than American sample. T..tests were
done in order to assess whather these differenc~s are significant. The results are
')
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Table 2
T-Tests Comparing R-CMAS Scores of South African
Sample to R-CMAS Scores of White American Sample
_. ~ - -
Group t-valus
13 year old males ~O.O20
d.f. =: 151~--..._ ----
13 year old females 2.499'
d.f. =: 159
14 year oid males -0.677
d.f. == 121 J- -~14 year old females 1.920'd.t ::::151 -
'\
Note. Por all four groups) the critical value ('I t is 1.~4tllet \.r~ 1;,05 I:!
leva I of significance on one-tailed testa ("p < .05.)
From these figures.Jt is possible to conclude that on the R~CMA$, American bo),s
)~l
score marginally (but not significantly) higher than South African boys./~:md that
o Ii
South African girls score significantly higher than their American counterparts.
While South African norms ara not available for the R·CMAS, lhasa results would
suggest that South African 13 and 14 year old girls are more anxious than
American girls comparable in age.
A t-test was also employed to compare the boys' and girls' scores on the R-CMAS
in this study. Girls scored signiiicantry higher than boys (t = 5.220, d.t = 255. The
critical value of t is 3.291 at the .0005 lavel ot significance on one-tailed tssts.)
These results confirm the findings of other researchers that gins experience greater
anxiety than their mate counterparts (e.g. Castaneda, McCandless & Palermo.
1956; Reynolds & Richmond, 1978).
As the ot.her instruments util,:jsed are either significantly e:bridged (i.e. PF scale) or
are original (i.e. EMPI and OSSA scales), their usefulness cannot be determined by
comparisons with other studies. Instead, the scales are evaluated purely by
distribution parameters; the ranges, means and standard deviations are considered
in relation to the variation regions. A range mora or less equivalent to the variation
region, a mean near the midpoint of the range, and a standard deviation more or
less equal to one quarter of the range are collectively considered to indicate an
a9ceptabto distribution of scores and an appropriately sensitive measure.
"
For the PF scale, the variation region extends from 0 to 36. ~rhe minimum score in
the actual range (for the total group) was O. and the maxlmurn score was '35. Th~
mean for the whole group was 17.72, the standard deviation S,.23 and the a,1ha~ . 0'
coefficient O~85. Thus the PF scale is an adequately sensitive measure. As
mentioned. the PF scaJeJntends only to tap one area of childrE!n'S fears. However,
it is noteworthy that the boys in this study scored significantly lower than the girls
)1
on this variable. A t~tti$twas done to assess the significance of the diffe'renee
betwe~n boys' and girls' PF scores. This procedure yit31ded a t of 6.093 (d.f. :";:
255) and the oritical value of tat the .0005 level of significance Is 3,291.
These) results demonstrate. higher levels of fear in girls which is consistent with
fipriings in other studies (e.g. Klingman & W;esner. 1983; Punarnakl, 1988).
! \ (I
\
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As regards the EMPI scale, the variation region is 0 to 15, and the actual range (for
:;i
the whole group) was 0 to 15. The mean was 9.21 and the standard deviation
2.85. The median was 9 and tha mode, 10, These figures show that the data is
slightly skawed 1vwards tha upper range. The lower range of the scale was
therefore under-utilised.
in terms 01 the CSSA scale. the variaKon region extends from 0 to 14; the minimum
SCQre achieved was 0' while the maximum score was 13. The total group mean
was 6.22. tha.standarc deviation was 3.02 and the alpha coefficient 0.71. The
CSSA scala is therefore also all adequately sensitive measure.
The cqrrelations between EMPI, anxiety, PF, CSSA, age, and gender were
" ~catculated. A correlation matrix for tho total group .is presented in Table 3.
,~'
i)
Table 3
ccrrstauon Matrix--Whole Group
()
N=251 Age ilAnxietyGend~r EMPJ.
Gander -0.05 .SS"
--+-----11
Age .02 -0.07 .01 -0.22"
0.00
Anxiety .08 ... ...0.12 .33"1r---~--1~-----~-------+--------+~------~----~~+-----~1
E~PI -0.04 .09
~------~------~------~-----. +-------4--------}-------41~~ ~m
PF
()
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A number of significant correlations emerged. Age correlated negatively with PF (p
< .01) and gender eorretatsd significantly with both anxiety and PF (p < .01) with
femalas scoring higher ontnese two variables. (Females have scored significantlyr:.
higher on anxiety in many other studies e.g. Reynolds & Richmond. 1978, while in
other studies, no significant differences between the degree of anxiety that males
i "Z-:~;:
and females experience. have been found e.g. Taylor, 1953.) Anxiety correlated
significantly with political fear (p < .01).
It was expected that EM?I would correlate with both anxiety and PF, depending on
the moderating effect of CSSA. but neither of these correlations em~rged as
significant. It was also predicted that anxiety and PF·would be negatively
o
correlated with OSSA. and although the correlations were negative, they failed to
re~h sign!Jicanca.
Correlation roatneas for tha sub~grOLlps ara presented in Tables 4 through 7.
I'
!i
labIa 4
Correlatioli'l Mattix ....AII Boys and ;AIl Girisl
.~~~ -= I
1
A}~ AnxiE~ty EMPI CSSA PF---_ ... - ..J--Aga ·iJ -~3 -0.07 -0.00 -0.23"r !J'tl~ ', ' .....-
Anxiety ,05 \J .... .23 -\·0.01 .23'
EMPl -0.08 ',00 , "\0.08 .03-
CSSA ,01 -0.15 ~O.O2 ~O.O3
1--
PF ..0.25" .2E( .15 .,01
...J
Note. The data above the main diaQonai refers to AU Boys (Stds 6 and 7)
d,
and be,!ow the diagonal to Ali Girls (Stds 6 and 7). • II> < .05: •• p < .01.
I
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Correlation Matrix--AU Standard 6's and AU Standard 7'$
~ Gender Age Anxiety EMP' OSSA PF
~Gender -0.07 .2ff!i .01 ..0.02 .29"-
Age 0.00 - .06 -0.01 -O~O3 -0.08-
Anxiety .35" " ..0.01 . .04 ~0.O3 .37"-
EMPI -0.06 -0.22" .13
,
.01 ,13--- ,fCSSA ..0.08 .14 -0.20' -0.11 . -0.04
PF .47" -0.24" .30" .05 -O.p4 ."
c!
Ij
Ngte,.. The data above the main diagonal refers to All Standard 6ts (i.e. boys
" and girts combined) and below the main diagonal, to All Standard 7'$'(1.6.
boys and $JiriS combined). • p < .05; .. p < .01.
;,
Tabla 6
(/
Correlation Matlix-iJ$tandard 6 Boys and Standard 6 Girts
\,
Age An~iety EMPI "CSSA PF
~I
Age - :> .13 .04 .08 .04-~
Anxiety .05 .23
I
.3S·- .03--..
EMPI -0 ..04 -0.10 . .06 .09
OSSA -0.10 ..0.06 -O'(-l2 ,. -0.25
PF ..0.13 .31" .17 .08 -
}~Q!e. 1'ha data above the main diagonal "sfers to Standard ,6 Boys and
below iila main,diagonal; to St~mdatd 6 Girls. • p .:: .05; ••P < .01. "
If
(_\
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\\ Table 7
correlatio~'MatriX--Standard 7 Boys and Standard 7 Girls
TI'~" c
II Anxiety '. EMPI CSSA PFAge
I~Age ~ ~0.12 -0.32· -0.06 -0.19
Anxiety .04 - 24 ~O.O7 .07
EM?I -0.15 .12 .. -0.25 -0.01-~:SA I .23' I -0.24' :j -0.03 - .21~~.3~··~.' ~~2: ,]~ ,.--- _j-0.10 -,
Note. The, data above the main diagonal refers to Standard 7 Boys and
'"I
below the main diagonal, '~jStandard 7Girls. • p -e .05; ••p <: .01.
\\\
\\,
It is evident from these tables that once again, where gender was a variable,
genqer correlatad significantly with both anxiety and PF with females Gcoring
higher. cAs in the whole group matrix, anxie,ty,was correlated positively with PF in
most slJb-groups. However, in. Stantiard 7 Boys and Standard 7 Girls, this
.refationship was not significapt.
"
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It was expected that.EM?1 would correlate $ignificanpy~4/ith anxiety and PF, and
thi$ did not occur in any of the groups except in the All Boys sub-group, where the
relationship between EMPI and anxiety emerged as significant. It was also
expected that there would be a negative correlation between CSSA and anxiety,\!/>
'~
and OSSA and Pf. CSSA was correlated negatively with anxiety in all but one
\i
\
I,
\\group ,Standard 6 8oys)~ but the relationship was only significant in two of the
groups: all Standard 7's and Standard " Girls.
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In tht) present study, it was hypothesised that positive correlations would emerge
between EMPI and anxiety, and EMPI and PF. I~was further hypothesised that
there would be an interaction effect~-EMPI relatea differently to both anxiet:,and PF
depending on the amount of CSSA. Thus it was assumed that CSSA buffers the
impact that EMP! has on !!mdety and PF. Consequently it was necessary to
assess both the main effects, as well as the interaction effec.1. ln order to
accomplish this, multiple regression analyse$ were executed. For each criterion
-:-.:.\
variabla-~anxiety and analyses were done. In the first analysis, the
crlteri0Q:variable was regressed on EMPI and CSSA, and in the second analysis,
the criterion variable was regressed on EMPi, CSSA, and the interaction. There
are three approaches forj~stimating rrlain effects in the presence of a significant,I "
interaction that Finney, Mitchell. Cronkite and Moos (1984) outline. The "Zero~Point
Method" was chosen for the purposes of this study.
The multiple regression analyses are prassnted in Tables 7 and 8.
, . h (\
Table 8
Multipl& Regression Analysis; Anxiety"Regressed
onto EMPI and OSSA
, '---r
Source d.f. f P
t,
EMPI '1/254 I 1.51 0.22
CSSA 1/254 3.24 0.07
EMPl 112.53 1.06
~
CSSA 1/253 0.00
• •I EMPI*CSSA 1/253 0.31
=--
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Table 9
Multipla Regression Analysis: PF Regressed
onto EMPJ and CSSA
,-
Source d>6 f P. (rio--
EM?! 1/254 ~:.92 0.17'
CSSA 1/254 0.10 0.75- .--
EM?I 1/253 0.56 0.46-
CSSA 11253 0.00 O.95j.....--.-
EMPI*CSSA 1/253 0.03 0.87~- :=::::; ~.---
The multiplicative regression analyses did not generat& any signiiicant interaction
" effects and the constituent vatiables did not show significant main effects in either
the simple additive l'fI~dels or the, multiplicative interaction models.
)
\. 1\!,
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION
5..1. Introduction
It was postulated in this stud¥, that firstly, correlations between EMPI and both
anxiety and PF would be significant, and secondly, the1iCSSA would have a
moderating effect on tfrt:~e raia~ionships. Neither of these hypotheses was verified.
It was also posited that white, English~spea{f~ngSouth African children are more
anxious than comparable American children. This was confirmed when comparing
fsmalas, but no sigrtificant difference was found between the anxiety levels of
South African and American mare subjects. Various explanations for these findings
are offered below.
5.2. Negative Affectivity
One Of tt ~.significant correlations that emGrged consistently in almost all of the
sub~~)roups, was between anxiety and polhtcal fear. Watson and CIe..lk (1984)
propose that certain individuals are high in negative affectivity (NA) and they
experience negative emctlons pervasively. These include subjective feelings of
nervousness, tension, anger, scorn, guiltt self~dissatisfaction and a sense of
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rejection. Unsurprisingiy, such individuals also have a negative view of themselves
and the wend, These authors stress that people high in NA do not merely report.
but actually experience, negati'" J(.1 mora consistently than others low in NA.
Watson and Clark (1984) imply that measures of trait anxiety, refleot NA. However,
they suggest that measures of anxiety in specific situations, e.g. fear survey
schedules, are not pure measures of NA Nevertheless. they note that there is
some commonality between such tests and pure measures of NA. and that
correlations between these two types of measures. are generally in i.he .40s. Thus
they have found that some relationship does exist, but that it is not large. In this
study. correlations between anxiety and PF (which is a SUb-category of a fear
schedule survey) were significant in ali but two sub-groups but were not very high
(with significant correlations ranging between .23 and .37). Results therefore
confirm the assertion of Watson and Clatk (1984) that measures of situation-
specific an"!iety are related to, but are not pure measures of, NA.
5.3. Effects of Exposure to Stimuli on Behaviour
In the present study, only and of the sub-groups showed a significant correlation
between EMPI and anxiety, Clearly this is not a generalisC?hlerelationship as
neither the total group, nor the other sub-groups evidenced significance with regard
to this cornsanon, There are a number of possible explanations for why increased
exposure in ",lis study generally did not correlate with increased affective
discomfort (as assessed by anxiety and PF). These are outlined below.
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unz, Donnerstein and Penrod (1988) express the concern that watching movies
which are violent and sexually c.legrading towards women may cause viewers to
become callous or desensttlsed 10 women who are actual victims of violence. They
conclude that sexua!ly violent mat\~rial initially Induced anxiety and depression in
their subjects, but th9t prolonged exposura led to a decrease in these negative
emotions. It is possible that continual ex~osure to political instability in the media
(e.g. reports of riots, bomb blasts etc.) may have reduced anxiety in the subjects in
this study. Similarly, Curran (1988) slJggestt, that one of the reasons for a lack of
increase in psychiatric morbidity in Ireland, could be habituation to the civil disorder.
He qU~0S a former Home Secretary, R6:ginaid Maudling, who described the
situation as having an "acceptable level of violence" (p. 470). This habituation to
what has appallingly become an acceptable level of vio~encej could equally apply to
South African children.
This argument is closely connected to the thesis proposed by Mercery Bunting. and
Snook (1980) who suggest that living in 'the troubles' of Northern Ireland has
prompted the local population to develop coping mechanisms over a number 01
years. Consequently, the civil disturbances do not precipitate the trauma that they
might if they were less usual occurrences. Analogmlsly in this study, bomb scares
and blasts, riots, politically-related deaths and emigration are no longer unusual
events in South Africa and they are frequently reported in the media, Perhaps the
subjects in this study too, have developed coping mechanisms allowing them not to
be traumatisad by reporto of such events.
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In this regard, Ziv and Israeli (1973) cite Helson's (1964) adaptation level theory
which proclaims that adaptation level is dependent on the actual stimulus, the
context in which the stimulus is presented, and past experience residuals with
similar stimuli. Further, the adaptation level changes according to the frequency
with which the stimulus is presented, its power and emotional load, and the
importance attributed to it by the individual. Ziv 8.1d Israeli are thereby able to
explain the lack of significant differences in anxiety levels between children ot
shelled versus non-shelled kibbutzim: the shelling has became an integral aspect oi
the children's lives, the stimulus has therefore become less threatening and hence
does not produce high levels 01 anxiety in the children, Similarly in this study,
exposure to apparently anxiety-provoking stimuli fails to induce anxiety and PF
because such sti;,,!.dli ha.ve become part of South African children's lives. are thus
no longer threatening and do not create high levels of anxiety and PF. Thus in
terms of tr,e stress theory as proposed bl' Lazarus and Folkman (1984), this
phenomenon woulQl be explained as follows: events Which may objectively be
perceived as threatening to the well~belflg of the population, is not perceived as
such subjectively; and if it is not appraised as threatening, it will not generate
stress and hence fail to create anxiety.
wr·~ilethe 13 and 14 year old female subjects did score higher on the R-CMAS
than their American counterparts, results from this study indicate that it was not
because of EMPI that this was SQ,
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The importance of parents' influence and social suppo rt, has been stressed in a
number of studies investigating the effects of disaster or trauma on children.
Aptekar and Boore (1990) state that various factors have been postulated to
explain children's differing responses to dlsestsrs. These include the
developmental level of the child, premorbid mental health, whether or not the child
was separated from his or her parents, and more pertinent to this study, the ability
of the community to offer support and the reaction of significant adults. Fraser
(1983) notes that what ameliorated the effects of exposure to stress on children in
Northern Ireland was not specific types of therapy; rather, it was that the therapy
served as a surrogate parent to the children. Klingman and Wiesner (1982) submit
that size of population impacts on fear levels of Israeli children. Those living in
smaller settlements experience more fear than those living in larger settlements,
because the former are characterised by a sense of social isolation. Thus their
research lends credence to the hypothesis that social support mediates the effects
of negative stimuli on children. Punarnakl (1983), working with Palestinian
subjects, also postulated that mothers' stress reactions influence children's
responses.
This study did not explore the parents' nor the community'S mediation of events to
tho subjects. It was hypothesised that CSSA wouid provide a buffering effect,
modifying the impact that EMPI has on anxiety and PF, but perhaps a more
important buffer. is the reaction of the cllildren's community and parents to EMP!.
The mediation by parents of the political context to the subjects in this study. may
be significantly influencing the children's responses to EMPI.
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Yet another explanation for the lack of a significant relationship between EMPI, and
anxiety and PF, is the proposal that violence is being legitimated in South Africa.
YorJng and Smith (1988-89) assert that the media condone, and even glorify,
violence in sport. The consequence of this. they continue. is that people come to
beheve that violence in sport is acceptable behaviour.
The present author submits that war and violence is le~Jitimated in South Africa too,
though the part that the media plays in this country is rot at present being
examined. The way in which this author proposes that war and violence in South
Africa are condoned, and even encouraged, is through war toys, war-games and
war comics, which are gaining populariW in an expand'''lg military consumer market.
WarHgames involve the physical participation of the players- ..they are required to
dress up in camouflage uniforms and then stalk, shoot and 'kili' one another with
modified weapons. Jochelson and Buntman (1989) suggest that such games
glorify war and convert war into a recreational activity. Brewer (1980, cited by
Joohelson and Buntman, 1989) believes that toys mirror prevailing cultures and it is
therefore especially interesting to note that a toy company in the Transvaal is
manufacturing replicas of army vehicles such as cassplrs and buftels, War comics
not only romanticise war, but foster bigoted views of the enemy. In video games,
the purpose of, for example, Platoon or flambo, is to kill as many of the 'enemy' as
possible. It is submitted that by making war into a game, an enjoyment of war and
violence is fostered, the real horrors of war are denied and militarist ideology is
regarded as socially acceptable. Thus, if the subjects in this study participate in, or
are exposed to, war-games, vidal'! games, war comics etc. they too would be
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encouraged to regard violence as recreational and enjoyable and not reflective of
the reality in this country. If this is true for these children, evidence of war and
violence would certainly fail to provoke anxiety or fear, thereby explaining why
EMPI is not significantly related to amdety or PI7.
The n-ext explanation to consider, is that with two of the variables employed in this
study, namely IEMPI' and ICSSA', there may well be threshold effects. in addition,
it must be acknowlsdqsd that the scales developed in this study may not cover the
full variation of these variables. If threshold effects are operative, it is postulated
that firstly, the threshold $ffect of EMPI may be above the variation range of the
scale j,e. the subjects might have to be exposed to more evidence of political
instability than reflected in the scale for it to have an anxiety- or fear- provoking
effect; and secondlv, that the threshold effect of CSSA may be below the variation
range of the scale i.e. subjects may require very little CSSA to buffer the negative
effects of EMPI. OSSA would therefore not have a moderating effect on EMPI as
everyone would be buffered. However, as the precise pointe of the postulated
threshol1s are not discernable, it is not possible to verify or refute this explanation.
5.4. Anxiety Leh!sls of South African Children
In comparing anxiety levels of South African and American children, or rather, their
respective scores on the R..CMAS, it emerged that there were no significant
differences between the male samples but that there were Significant differences
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between both of the female samples (i.e. 13 and 14 year old girls). As EMPI was
not related significantly to anxiety or PF. nothing in this study can account for this
phenomenon. Again, parental mediation may account for this.
5.5. Limitations of the Present Study and Suggestions for
Future ResE~arch
One of the major limit.ations of this study, is that the impact of parental
intercession and social support in the mediation of political instability on children,
was not assessed. It has been suggested that these factors, l.e, parental and
community support may be more potent moderating variables than CS::;A and may
be more effective in buffering the negative effects of EMP!. Future research needs
to take these factors into consideration when assessing the impact of the political
context on children.
The second limitation of the study, is the issue elf thresholds in the EMPI and
CSSA scales. The inability to assess unequivocally both the presence of
thresholds and the exact locations thereof, militate against conclusive statements
being made about the buffering effects of CSSA and the effects of EMPI.
Thirdly, the school at which the study was executed was chosen specifically for its
supposed representativeness of white English-speaking South African society.
Despite Ulere being a representative sample of social class. another limitation of
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this study is that it did not tap various d~mographic or sufficiently diverse economic
areas. There were also no Afrikaans~speaking subjects in this study. Thus this
study should be regarded as pilot research because in order to assess adequately
the impact of political instability on white. South African children, a much broader
study needs to be executed,
Fourthly, the indices used to assess the impact of EMF . on white Siouth African
children ware anxiety and PF. It is possible thiat EMPI is affecting I&hildren
negatively. but that this may not be reflected in th~n anxiety or PF !;evels.
Jl.,
j,
1f
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5.6. Conclusions
I·
The results (If this study Indicate that exposure to the manifestations of political
..,
instability as measured by the EMPI scale, does not correlate with either anxiety or
political fear. Neither does CSSA as rnaasured in this study, buffer the
hypothesised negative etfe~s of EMPI.
These findings thus do not lend support to the hypcthesis that increased exposure
to stimuli is correlated with significant increases in negative affe~1. Rather, results
suggested that increased eXP9sure does not influence anxiety and PF levels. It is
surmised that it may even ~,~Ne to desensitise the subjects from the realities of the
South A1rican context. It was proposed that continued reports.pt violence and
political instability have pOSSibly P~(1·;;d!~~(.t. ,·8t]!:lp'llation with a concept of an
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acceptable level of violence. Further, the propagation of an enjoyment of war and
violence through war-games, comics, toys and video games is functioning to
legitimate violence. These processes that desensltlse subjacts, suggest that it is
possible for there to be an acceptable level of violence and may facilitate a
legitimation of violence. This may account for the absence of increases in anxiety
and PF with increased EMPI.
The hypotl,ssis, proposing that CSSA serves as a buffer between EMPI and anxiety
and PF, was not verified. It was suggested that social support and parental
~J
mediation lof the politicaf context are perhaps more potent moderating variables
st
((
than CSSA. These factors however. were not examined in iihis study.
The presQI\~tauthor submitted that white South AfriC8'1s, albeit that the majority ar.e
prsdominai,'tly remov~p from the immediacy of the violence in this country, cannot
'i\, ,,"_
')remain t!na~1eCtedby the pOlitically unstable ethos that characterises everyday life
, ,i, "
in South Afrlpa. HQwever, the preserttstt.M:fy faHed to demonstrate slgnilioant
I '
\'
correlations ~iatweenEMPl, and anxiety and PF in 13 and 14. year old white,
1
Engl1Sh.;speaking male and. female children. If white South African children are
"
being affected t".\'/ ,he political instabilij;y, it is not reflected iti their arrflety Qr PF
/,.(' 0> :' ',I
y
levels. Indeed, it may be thatincr~ased EM?' is actually selving to desansitisethe
((
subjElcts 'from the violent reality as f~fleded in the media and as experienoed in
" 'Iithoir daily lives. i)
!/
I
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A,-rX·TLJDE:S ~ EX~IE1'.-:::ES ,CiF"
9:lL.JTH ~IC?"tI'oJ ~.3EF<S
N.B. 1. Your-answer-sar-e absolutely confidential. The qwestionnair-e i? anonymCl'..Js.
Youdo not have to put your name.
2. Please dnswer PLL questions. There are no correct ()r incorr-ect answers.
~:.. Por EVERY question~ put a CROSS lZJih the box that best fits what you believe.
fToJ.....Ysur lJ\E 01DSS FiR EJ'.'CH a.ESTlaI - EITI-ER }'E5 CR ra, rat H1TH.
R~ben Put a cross in the box that is trulL.for you.
1. Are youHaleD or FemaleD ?
2. Are you in Std. 60 or Std. 70?
3~ Hc:Jv..I old are YO..J? years.
4. Have you filled in a questionnaire for me. before? vesD or NoD
5. What kind of work doas your fether do?
6. What kind of work r.loe?syour mother do'?
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P?Rr 1
For each queeiiion, put a CROSSin the box that is truest for you.
1. I have traJble making up mymind.
2. I get nervous when things do not go the right way for me.
3. Other's seem to do things ~asier tr1an I can.
4. I like everyone I know.
5. O·H._>riI have tr'ouble getting my breath.
6. I worry a lot of the time.
7. I am afraid of q lot of things.
8. I 13.(11 always kind.
9. I gEit. C'~oss easily.
10. I ,,",'Orr)! about wJ-l.atmy parents will say to me~
11. I feell that others do not like the way I do things.
12. I alw,~ys have good manners.
13. It is hard for me to get to sleep at night.
14. I worry about what other people think about me.
le. I feel a'-::ne even when there are people with me.
16. I am always good.
17. Often I feel sick in mystomach.
18. My feelings get hurt easily.
19. My handa feel sVlieaty.
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YP.S No
300
Yes No
400
Yes No
sOD
Yes No
aDD
Yes No
700
Yes No
aDD
Yes No
'gOD
Yes No
10 0
Yes No1100
Yes No1zOD
Yes No
1300
Yes No
1400
Yes '0
150 L]
Yes No
1600
Yes No
1700
Yes No1sDD
Yes No
1900
20. I am always nice to everyone. Yes No-r. D
21. I am tired a lot.
Z2. 1 ~Drry about what i~ going to happen.
Ye's No
2100
Yes No2200
Yes No
nOD
23. Other children are happier than I.
24. I tell the t"Uth every single tin".-.
28. I never get angry.
Yes No~4DD
Yes No
2500
Yes No
20 0
Yes No2100
Yes No
280 D
25. I have bad dreams.
26. 1'1)1feelings get hurt easily when I am picked on.
27. I feel someone will tell me I do things the wrong way.
29 • I wake up scared some of the time:.
34. I am nervous.
Yes No
2900
Yes No
30 0
Yes No
3100
Yes No
320 D
Yes No3sDD
Yes No
3400
'/es No
3500
30. I worry when 11go to bed at night.
\
I,
31. It is hai~dfor lilt> ~o keep my minP on lily schoolwork.
32. I never say things I shouldn't.
33. I wriggle in my seat a 10\:.
35. A lot of people are against ','Ile.
36. I never lie. Yes No
360 D
Yes No
370 D
37 .. I often 1NDrryabout something bad h~(ppening to me.
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Put a CROSSin the box that goes best with what you believe? or what you have experienced.
1. PoE tical pl~oblemsmight makeme want to leave South Africa to
go and live in another country.
2. I knowbombssometimes go off in town.
3. In the last 6 months, I have read in the papers that the
government censors (does not let the n~Jsp2.~rs write what
they like) reports to do with politics.
4. Every single black person W~lts to fight for t~E ANC.
5. In the last 6 months, I have heard about soldiers whOare
defending OJr borders ~ing killed or ~puhded.
6. In the last 6 months; I have read about or seen tt,at the South
African army fights black people.
7. I have heard about.riots that have takE?llplace in South Africa
in the l.ast 6 months.
8. In the la!3t 6 l11OI1ths~I have read about bombblasts in South
Africa in the newspaper.
9. SomeoneI knowwas at or near the scen~ of a bombblast in the
last q.\ months and saw it or heard it.
f/ '
10. I knOtj,/4thatsome people leave South Afrlea and go to live in
otl;Y~J1Jcountries because crf economic factors (such as: the
e;.t:h'angerate is bad, the rand is not worth !Wch.etc.)
\.
11. I kne:.v-tltb.at soldier!5 in wars might get wounded.
12. I have heard that there is a State of Emergencyin South
Africa.
13. I knovJfrom watching TV or reading the papers in the last 6
months, that SOuthAfrica is fighting a war.
14. The police always cab:::t1eV'2rycriminal.
15. The number of bomb~ that go off in South Africa makes me think
we are living in violent times.
16. I have seen on TV or read in the papers in the last 6 rtfbnths
that people get killed or woundedin riots in South Africa.
17. In the last 6 months, I have st~l posters warning about bombs.
18. I have seen that the hate between the black;; and the whites
in South Africa causes I-iots.
19. I have heard that people leave South Africa to go and live in
other countries because they think it is safer- in other
countries.
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Yes NoDO
Yes NoDO
Yes NoDO
Yes NoDO
lJ[J
Yes NoDO
Yes No
DO
Yes NoDO
Yes NoDO
Yes NoDO
Yes NoDO
Yes NoDO
Yes NoDD
~NouD
Yes NoOD
Yes NoDO
Yes No00
Yes No
DO
Yes NoDO
PART 3
Put a CROSSin the box thdt goes best with what yO\! believe>.
ONL Y PUT ~ CROSS IN Ti-E "N/WEE" BOX IF YDlFREPLLY C/-WIKJT CHOOSE BETt<EEN TI-E "AGREE" f:)/VlJ
"DISAGREE" BOXES.
1. The police are doing a good job I~eppingus safe.
2. Ttw blacks are strong Enoughto take over South
Airic",.
3. Terrorists ea.sily CI~OSS our borders to attack.
4. If someone phoned the school to warn that a bomb
was placed at school, the police would find it
before it went off.
5. Police find most,Qf the guns and ammunitionthat
the terrorists hide.
6~ ~~:epolice are able to stop riots.
7. The ~th African army'can be beaten by another
army from AfTica.
8. If someonehad a bombin a parcel, the security
guard~ at the shopping centre would catch them&
9. The South African army is strong.
10. The terrorists are cleverer than the police.
11. Sa.:uri t~":fgL!ardsat shopping centres are good
enough to keep people safe.
12. The army is protecting us by defending our
borders.
13. Terrorists could ~al:Silycome to our neighbourhood
to atta.ck us.
14. The poLi.ceend the army are winnint;\against the
terrorists.
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The statements in this section ere about thjngs and exper.iencee that maycause fear or
other unpleasant feelings. Put a CROSSin the box that best describes how mucheach thinG
would upset you if it were to happen to YO'..J.
1. Going to the dentist.
2. Sleeping in a houseclose to the
border.
3. Speaking on a specific topic
in front of the class •
4. .Hearing the news on the radio or'
watching the nEWSon lV.
5. Hearing the siren at school
warning of a bomb.
6. Smelling :.th9 odour of mP.dicine.
7. Approad~ing a black person.
8. Being in a place in which there is
a danger of bombsgoing off.
9. Being in a place in which there is~
a danger of terrorists attackin~l.
\.'
10. Approaching a dog.
12. Being in a place in ~>lhic.httEt,.)e\115
a danger of war.
13. Knowingwhat is going on at the
moment in Pogola and Namibia.
14. Saying goodbye when your father or
brother goes for a~myduty.
15. Looking down fro~ the top of a
tall building.
None A,0
,.:' '._ '.<
.:..-'l\!oneAo
NaneAo
None Ao
None·Ao
None Ao
None Ao
None Ao
littleo
littlso
littleo
littleo
if AtJle ri ~[-JhVerrjCh
None A little Some M..1chVery mucho [J DD 0
NoneA Ii ttle Some MJchVery mich
DODO 0
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4 August 1989
Dear Parent(s) of Std 6 and 7 Hostel Pupils
MisS Etiana Jacobs, who taught at High scnoot tastyeer, is currently engaged
in a raseareh project for her Mi>A. degree at the University of the Witwatersrand.
She it) interested in assessing the attitudes and experiences of junior high school
pupils growing up in South Africa.
In order to accomplish, her goal, sh~ t(.Sit'3ds to have a sample of pupils answer a
questionnaire. She is hoping to ind~ your child in this study which'will involve
one session of ± 1/2 hour. Ths questionnaire, which will be answered
anonymously, will be admin{stered during prep. time early in the third term when
there are no exams or tests pending.
Miss Jacobs has discussed the whole project with ma and it has been approved by
a number of lecturers in her department. Should you object to your child
answering this questionnaire, please indicate this on the tear-off slip attached and
ensure that it is returned to me as soon as ppssible with your signature'.
Should you wish to discuss the matter further, please feel free to phone me.
c:
Thank you in anticipation of your kind cc-operano«,
(Principal)
"
Ido/do not grant permission for my child to answer the questionnaire.
i"
Signed:. ~ _
{T~l~l:names of theschoot and the principal have been deleted as permission was
,bnly graqtsd for the author to conduct this study if aUreferences to the school were
omitted.}\'
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24 August 1989
Deal,Paretlt(s) of Std 6 and 7 Pupils
As s()(~e of you know, Miss Elana Jacobs, who taught at High School last :.1
year, is currently engagad in a research project for her M. A. degree at the
;University of the Witwat{\. 'Srand. She is interested in assessing the attitudes and
experiences of junior high school pupifs growing up in South Africa.
In order to aooomplish her goal, she needs to have a sampla of pupils answer a
questionnaire. She is hoping to include your child in this study which wUl irvolva
~ one session of ± 1/2 hOJJf. The questionnaire, whiCh wilf be answered
~; ,.Jm~mously, will be admlll;stered during a nen-acadsmlc period in the third term,
Miss 'Jacobs has di$cussed the whole project with me and it has bean approved by
~ numser of lecturers in her department. Should you object to your child
r---=- answering this questjon!'l~iref please indicate this on the tsar ..off slip attached and
ensure that it is returned to me as soon as possible with your signatur~.
Should you wish to discuss the matter ful1har, please fsel free to phone me.
. f . ')
Thank you in anticipation of.·your kinCPCQ!;operation.
':. -_r
(Principal)·· ~~r~rJ \1........._--'-_._-_.:._'_------_._---j-_ ..._--_.._._._.--.-._---_.__._---.----
.1 do/do not grant permission for my Chil~ ).~answer the questionnaire -.
Signed~__ , . .__ ......
(The names of the sehoo! and the principal have been deleted as permjss~pn was
only _granted for the author to conduct this study if all referenoes to the school were
omltted.) .
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PILOT 1
MALti '.101'"" FEM('~Erl Crick the correct box)
AGE: years m~hs
L Is Sou,t;l;lAirlea"1 i911O£in9'.4:1 war? YesDpr NoD (Tick the box
you agree with). If yes, list.3 things that make you think
so.
i) ____..__
~~~-):=:===----~~~,~-~----~.----.....-- ....-------~.----------.....'-'"__.-----
2. Do you worry about people you know being harmed while they are
in the army? vesDor NoD nick the box Yc;.m agree with).
Disc::.uss.
------_._-----------_._----- ........--_._._---
3. Are" we living 5.nvio~ent
so? Give 5"reasons.i)_. ~ __.__._.. -- __
ii) ~~------------------~- __---.-.-----------------__--__i) .,,~ ~ _
.- II.iV1 ~~------ ~ __
,.v.) _
Umes? ! f yes, what mak~s you thinl<
I)
4. Hav~, you E%,~erseen/hea.rd o'fa.police or army 01"" air force
.demonstration or parade? Itt/yes,
i)where wa.s it?
ii)1'f you hear-d abotlt,it,. how did you tlear about it? (friends,
newspapers, ,,TVetc:.) ",.1
\' ---.--------~-,..._,-------"-?\__f:."...,.----,---------iii)when WiaS it'?
5. Do 'you ever think about riots?
think that riots eQuId h,appen..iL {;l- . , ..,.;,_.__-.,",--
i~i) -- ___
6. Do ~ou~worry abdut riots? Why?
List some things that make you
___ ~ ':'_~ ..--""_,. .._._-----------
16
7. 00 you evpr think about bombs going off? List 5 things that
remind yau that there is a chance that a bomb could exp~Qde.
i) ------.f~-:.......--------------.........-----------
.ii) ----t.r--------"'--' ........------,j---------.-----iii} __~ ___._
1'1)' ..
V ' ' -::--rr---')--, ," ,~--------~~~----------------------------
8. Have you heard a.bc;utany" bomti blasts recently? If yes, how
did you find out about them?
----~'----------~~,,-,------------...----I I--~----''"'','~..-.---''--_,_------------:'' ----------------'--._;.;,,_-----~<~
9. 00 you
If yes,
i} wh~t
know anyone who has been at the scene of a bomb blast?
ii) how was that per$orl~'involved? (ego just heard the
ex p oion, saw it, was inj ured etc.) \)
---.;;...~----''----','---------------''''''"----,' _._---_-
10. 00' you ftvp'~1 think <About other Viol(~ri-~::ac:ts eg~, people
Cj attacking with machine guns or land mines? If yes, give
deth.i1s.
£1. List:; ('e ....ons why people are ('1!migrating from South ~fr'it:a.•
exi > ,_;,: __ ....,, ........_-,.'·1_. _
i~h--........,.-.........---_-.'5:~~----,:-:.-.:"""•.::::::::-.::.=:.' ~::.-:-:.-=-:._:._-=__
i v ) --...I "'./' 0
v) ,.,...- .
II --_._--~---------~------------------------~------
o ~,
Ii 12~ Po you know people who have emigrated? If ..y~s, what is j::hC!ir
relationship'to you?
13·N~bj:~
di •
i) -- ~ --, ----~~--------~--------------".--
ii) .1.,-,--______ U i'
iii) ,-----
thinkr-'l!i,Uwill always live in South Africa? ,YesO(,or
Maybeu a Give:$ re,",SQns why Vpu c:hcrse the .answer you
1"
o (I (j "
CSSA
1. Are the army and the police protect,.ingus? "rsD or NoD.
Give 5 reasons why y~u chose the answer you OLd.i) ~ ~ ~ _
ii) ~--~------------------------------~----------------~----iii) ~----------iv) _
v) ~~------------------------ ~ ___
2. What is the government dOing to look after us? List 4 things.
i)ii-)---.--------------1ii) , ___
iv)._. . _. ------------------------
3. What is the government doing to harm us? List 4 thin9s.
i )_ .. . ........._ii) , __
iii}.-. . ~ ~ ___
iv) _... ~ _... _... _.. _
4. Why arr_/~31r bags checked and bodies searched fitshopping
'centre( ~ist 3 reasons.
i) ~ " ...-1/1
ii(~ .... ~~ _
iii) ----------------------
5. When bags are checked '&nd bodies searched, from whom/what are
we bein9 protected? 61ve two anSI~er$.i) -- ._. .._ . ~ -- __
1i} -------- __
6. Is the army strong? YesO or NO.O.
;i.) how r.!eyou know this7
~I
\
1/---------------------------.-----------------------------------------~,~-----I'-----------.-------,~,-----...------------~-.-------------------------------..----,~-----ii) how strong do you think it is1
7. If there was a r~volution in South Africa (a revolution is
when peopl~ inside the country fight against the government)
what wuuld be the outcome (ie. who would win)?
-~~__..----...-------------------------------------------------------------
·18. Do you think that security guards a~ shopping centre. would
discbver a bomb before it went off? vesDor NoD.. Why did
you choose the answer you did?
9. Has there ever beer. a bomb scare at a school that you have
been at? If yes, what did you think and how did you feel?
~--- .. '---......_-----------
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PILOT 2
ATTITUDES OF SOUTH AFRICAN TEENAGERS
t1ALEO or FEMALe[] (Tick the correct box)
Part One: EMP!
These questions are about things that happen to people, about
things they have !?'een or heard. There are no right or wrong
answers. If any of theSE questions have happened to you in the
last 6 months, tick the box th~t says "Yss". If you have not had
the experience in the last 6 months:: tick the box that says "No".
1. I know from watching TV or reading the papers
in the last 6 months, that South Africa is
fighting a war.
2. In the last 6 months, I have seen posters
warning about bnmbs •
.Ii
3. In the last' I;, months, I have heard a news
report about a bomb blast in South Africa 011
the radio or seen one 0.1'1 TV.
4. PoU.tic:al problems might make me want to leave
South Africa to go and live in another country.
~'.5. I know that soldiers iA wars might get wounded.
6. I have heard t.hat people leave South Africa to
go and live in other countries because they
think it is safer in other countries.
7. I have heard about riots that have taken place
in South Africa in the li1sto6 months.
8. The police ca.tch every criminal.
9. I know that people leave South Africa and go to
live in other countries because of economic,
factors (such as: the exchange rate is bad,
the rand is not worth much etc.).
10. In the last 6 monthsr I have read in the p.pers
or seen on TV that soldiers who are defending
our borders~aometimes get injured.
11. In the las<~.6 months, :r have read about bomb
blasts in South Africa in the newspaper.
12. 1 know bombs sometimes go off in town.
13. In the last 6 months," I have read about or seen
on TV that bombs sometimes go off in shopp.t:ng
centres.
19
/j
Yes No
[J 0
Ye's No
[10
Yes NoDO
Yes NoDO
Yes No
DO
Yes No00
DO
Yes No
DO
Ves No00
Yes No00
Yes No
DO
Yes NoDO
Yes No
DO
14. I have heard that there is a State of Emergency
in South Africa.
15,. In the last 6 months, I have read in the papers
that the government censors (does nct let the
newspapers write what they like) reports to do
l"Jithpolitics.
16. The humb~r of bombs that go off in South Africa
make me think we are living in violent times.
17. In the last 6 months, I have read about or seen
that the South African army fights Black pet:;lp1e.
18. I have heard that South African soldiers have'.
been fighting i~ Angola or South West Africa
in the last 6 months.
19. I see war r,eports on TV every night of the
week.
20. In the last 6 months, I have heard that other
countries have imposed sanctions on South
Africa (other coyntries don't like South
Aitrica).. .'
2:1.. Every single black person wants to fight for
the ANC.
22. I have seen a South Afriean police/army/air force
demonstration or parade on TV in the last 6.
months.
,.
:2'3. S'omeone I know was at or near the scene of a
bomb blast in the last. 6 months and saw it or
heard it.
24. I have seen on TV or read in the papers in the
last 6 months that people get killed or
wounded in riots in South Africa.
25. I know people who have left South Africa to go
andulive in another cQuntry.
26. I have seen that the hate between. the blacks
and the whites in South Africa causes riots.
27. I have heard or seen on the news or read in
the papers in the last 6 months, that there
is a sports boycott against South Africa
(other countries don't want to play sport
against us).
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Ves No
DO
Yes NoDO
Yes NoDO
Yes No
DO
Yes No
DO
Yes No
DO
Yes No
DO
Yes NoDO
Yes No
DO
Yes NoDO
Yes No
DO
Yes
CJ
Noo
Yes No
DO
Yes No
DO
Part II: CSSA
There are no right or wrong answers in this questionnaire. Just
tick the ,hox that goes be$"t ~'\lith what you bel ieve.
1. The police are doing a good job keeping
us sa"Fe.
2. The blacks are strong enough to take
over South Africa.
3. Terrorists easily cross our borders to
attack.
4. Eecause it is compulsory for all boys
to go to the army, th~ army is
.powerful.
5. If there Was a bomb at school, the
police would ~indait before it went
off.
6. Police find~.ost of the guns and
ammuni tion!/that the terrori!:>ts hide.
I
7. The police are able to sto~ riots.
"!i
II
8. The South African army can be beaten.
9.. I f someone had a 'bomb in "a parcel, the
security guards at the shopping
centre would catch them.
10..The South African ermy is strong.
11. The terrorist$ are more clever than
thE~ police.
12. Security guards at shopping centres
are good enough to keep people safe.
13. ~he army is p~otecting us by defending
our'bordr:ers.
14. Terrorists could easily come to our
neighbourhood to attack us.
15. The police and the army are winning
against the terrorists.
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A[~leDisagree Maybe0 0
Agree Disag ....ee Maybe
D 0 0
Agree Di~agree Maybe
0 0 0
r..,greeDisagree Maybe
0 0 0
Agree Disag.ree Maybe
D 0 0
Agl,weeDisagr.ee MOe0 D
Agree Disagree Maybe
0 D 0
Agree Disagree MOeD 0
Agree Disagree Maybe
0 0 0
Agree Disagrel;?Maybe
0 D 0
Ag.ree Disagree Maybe
D D D
Agree Disagree Maybe
D 0 0
Agree Disagr-ee Maybe
0 D 0
Agree Disagree Maybe
0 D 0
Agree Disagree Maybe
0 0 0
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